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ACCESS RIGHTS

1. The right to access verified sources.
2. The right for online sources to be transparent: Online sources should clearly indicate their position and biases, and whether or not they are advertisements.
3. The right to access information which is professionally written and easily accessible to all.
4. The right to access information which does not force false opinions or incite hatred, or attempt to indoctrinate or brainwash.
5. The right to choose what content one consumes on the internet.

PRIVACY RIGHTS

1. The right to accessible online spaces: Terms and Conditions that are in different languages, audio options for people with visual impairments, and simplified versions of web pages.
2. The right to an international set of standards and guidelines for companies and governments with respect to information storage and management.
3. The right to know where our data is going to and for what uses: product advertisement, data analysis, government/company surveillance, and if this is for compensation.
4. The right to protection over our personal photos: greater protection regarding third party sharing, more rights to our photos and protection around catfishing, etc.
5. The right to know if the content created was saved/tracked/screenshotted by other users or companies.